
Contemporary art. It’s pretty hard to explain, because it has no limit. Everything seems 
broader and possible; it is a part of pop culture. This phase is still happening until the very 
second you read this article. So yes, it is complementary to the era we’ve been living in. Well, it 
actually started around 1970’s. Now, we’re talking about the biggest innovation ever in 
technology: internet. For God’s sake, the internet has become an era where not only people 
become citizens, but also netizens. Is that a bad thing? Well, not really. There’s something 
awfully important from internet, it makes us needy somehow. We wish we could live without 
it, say you want to have a vacation and detach from everything, a “me time”. But when you go 
to grab a bite somewhere, you probably still have the urge to ask the waiter “what’s the wifi’s 
password?” just to get updated in your social media accounts. You post everything in 
Facebook, Twitter, Path, Instagram, Tumblr, etc. as long as you’re connected with your 
“friends”.

This phenomenon is eventually creeping into every aspect in this world. We don’t need to bare 
it all here, because you know it all. But the internet also happens to affect visual arts. It makes 
it possible for someone or artists to exhibit their work on the net, other than galleries. It’s 
easier, faster and cheaper. It also makes it possible for something to be called art without the 
need of galleries. At least that work (of art) could give people an awe of shock and delight. 
There’s an excitement or even a tremendum in everyone who sees it. Imagine if you can see 
and consume art any day, anytime, anyhow and anywhere. And you know how wide our access 
to anything in this world within the internet. And remember, the artist can get any response 
too. There’s an indirect human interaction that we can’t deny.

But then, as consuming as it could be, someone needs to make an effort to make it (more) 
intriguing because, you people are hard to satisfy. Agan Harahap (A) did that tremendously. 
He uses Photoshop and internet technology, something that we can also use, wisely. Agan has 
spent 6 years working in the world of commercial photography industry and said that he wants 
to try something else by making manipulated photos. He came in the right moment and 
processed the moment into something that we are sure is never gonna happen, at least not in 
the near future. He shakes things up by making some series of it and he spreads it onto social 
media and received and still receiving tons of responses since it became metadata on the net. 
We’ve seen it everywhere! Agan made his works accessible and humorous to anyone, it’s easy 
to understand and yet still blow us with wanders. It creates an interaction between strangers 
and makes it possible to discuss it. Ace!

So we did ask some people if whether or not they are familiar with Agan Harahap. Shockingly, 
the answer is no. But when we showed them one of his photos, they instantly say yes, they 
know his works. So, Sub-Cult wants to get to know him better through this interview below.

Hola Agan, how are you? Safe and sound? 

A: Yes, so far I’m still in God’s bless.

So congratulations! You’re a married man, a husband and father, and all you need is to have 
grandchildren. I heard you moved to Yogyakarta, huh? Why?

A: The reason I moved is to make me closer to go to Dagadu or some bakpia.

*lol* So, you’re better known as a photographer, I often see you in several concerts as well. 
Why don’t you do some stage photography? Because in my opinion, photographing a live 
performance is very interesting; you must be able to capture the emotion between 
performers and viewers.

A: Really? Is that what stage photography is? *lol* I’m still in the realm of photography anyway. 
But what I do now probably was not in the realm of popular photography industry. I already 
spent 6 years working in the world of commercial photography industry and I want to try 
something else.

Other than photography, you can also draw, and you’re good at it. I also have seen your work 
at Sotheby’s, sort of print on metal with incredible detail. With all that you’ve done so far, are 
you still looking for “the right one” as the hallmark of your work?

A: I do drawings to refresh and it makes me feel happy. In creating work or something, I just do 
it freely. There’s no specific benchmark or target that I should pursue. I just have fun with the 
medium, whether it’s photography, Photoshop or drawing.

You’re well-known through photo manipulation. Starting from the subtly edited to roughly 
edited, and it is actually very entertaining. What is your motivation in creating such work?

A: My motivation in making and spreading these kinds of work is basically to entertain people.

What makes your works different and fresh compared to the others? If I try to edit some 
photos and get a lot of response, could I be like you, Agan Harahap?

A: I never try to create something different and fresh. Everything sort of just happens like that. 
What I do is actually a normal and common thing. And I’m sure, everyone can do it.

Anyway, what’s your upcoming grand project? Will it be anytime soon or are you still taking 
it easy, with having a family and stuff?

A: I’m still happy to play in the realm of reality and its distribution in social media network. This 
October, my photos that you’ve seen in my Instagram will be exhibited at an institution in 
Singapore. And quite frankly, now I’m pretty overwhelmed in preparing for it.

I can’t wait to see something new from you. Thank you for your time and best luck to you, 
Agan!

A: Thank you... thank you...

For more info, other than his Instagram, you can check out his blog or his Behance. Or maybe if 
you’re in Yogyakarta, you can find him somewhere in the south strolling around with his family.
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Today, thousands of medias compete to present reality in any kind of social media. And at the 
same time, millions of people can easily interpret and disseminate the reality in social media as 
they please. So, the elements of reality and its factual are shifted or even disappear altogether.

Then what about the meaning of “manipulating reality” in your work?

A: Until now, photography is still believed to be valid evidence to show the truth. Hence the 
term: No pic = HOAX. What I do is simply responding to the current social phenomenon by 
creating a new reality. And it’s not impossible that in the future, my work would be considered 
as truth. *lol*

*lol* Ironically, it means that people can easily make history, huh? Because there’s the 
internet, and we are netizens. We can upload and spread it and immediately it becomes 
“data” on the internet and then it has a story in/behind it. A history.

A: Yea. Precisely. All people have and can even form their own personal history. Or even 
further, suddenly ‘his/her story’ (intentionally or not) fits into a larger narrative, so that in the 
future, ‘his/her story’ can be justified by the public, because they have become part of a history. 
This reminds me of Diaries of Anne Frank, all of a sudden.

Internet and Photoshop is part of the technology. We’re in the goddamn digital era. Is the 
existence of technology for you and all artists, actually proven to be more helpful or 
troublesome? It seems that everything is exposed to technology. Have you ever feel 
confused or out of ideas?

A: I never see the acceleration of this technology as a specter for producing works. The 
progress in technology is what actually inspires my work. To me, this is the challenge to 
continue, to adapt and innovate in producing works when the technological acceleration 
occurs.

If there’s somebody who manipulates your photos and then it became a work of art, what 
would you do?

A: Why not? There have been a lot of people who did exactly that. And I am looking forward to 
it.

Hmm, as an artist, is there any Indonesian artist that you admire and why? Lately I’m 
intrigued by Ardi Gunawan because his work can’t be sold. But he’s always busy or so, it 
sucks.

A: Ardi is my best friend. In the end, a work of art does not always exist as a mere economic 
commodity. Work of arts can stand up and speak far beyond the numbers and logic in the 
economy.

I do not have a particular idol because I idolize the work. Not the artist. I would prefer some 
works from Ardi, I also like some of the works from Mes 56, Ace House Collective, Agung 
Kurniawan, Jompet Kuswidananto, Tromarama, Mela Jaarsma, Agus Suwage, etc.

Your series are notorious. But for some who don’t get how you show it to public by putting 
them on social medias, doesn’t it make your work “ordinary”? Because it’s accessible; it’s 
easy to see in a click. We can download your photos by ourselves. Don’t you feel aggrieved?

A: We can’t talk about exclusivity anymore if work already alluded to the realm of social media. 
Everything is exposed, everyone can enjoy, laugh and have fun and share the fun with friends. 
So why should i feel aggrieved?

However, it is fun though; we really enjoy your photos. How come you have such a minor 
behavior? Hahaha! I get really upset when I see Miley Cyrus photo squatting near a chicken 
coop.
A: *lol* I don’t know how to respond to this

Anyway, you also made a photo series Superhistory where superheroes in a frame among the 
world leaders or in an important event. Black and white photos, I love it. Do you like it better 
than the Teman-teman Selebritis series (Miley Cyrus, Paris Hilton, Rihanna, etc)?

A: Iwan Fals probably will have the same difficulties if he’s asked, “which songs do you like best, 
Bento or Kemesraan?” *lol*

Both of them have different concepts and background. They can’t be equated. So, each one 
must be addressed with a different perspective.

Hmmm, talk about the idea / concept of this manipulation, no matter how hilarious it is, the 
outcome still has manipulation techniques that have a negative nature. My friend and I have 
been questioning this, what’s the meaning of “manipulation”, to you?

A: Really? Perhaps it’s because of the origin of the word manipulation, eh? It has a negative 
impression *lol*

Without realizing it, the development of technology has been shifting slowly or even changing 
a lot of things in all aspects of human life. Something can be good / bad, depending on its 
purpose. My work of manipulation is clearly different than the one that produced by PKS 
Piyungan, for example *lol* Manipulation is just one of my ways to have fun.

Then what’s the meaning of “reality”?

A: I remember when Rhoma Irama got interviewed in one of the TV station about the racist 
accusation against Jokowi-Ahok when they ran for Governor and Vice Governor Candidates 
in Jakarta. Rhoma said that, he got that racist accusation over the internet.

It became evident, that many people are still too naive in looking at reality (truth) in 
cyberspace. Whatever that’s in accordance with the heart and purpose, is regarded as truth. In 
the other hand, anything that does not fit with our hearts will be opposed. This is what’s 
happening in the ‘realism’ in social medias.

By making your works humorous, does it mean you want to emphasize that visual arts can be 
digested and enjoyed by everybody without exception? Because from all of your photos, 
people can react in one glance, people laugh or even cursing. It’s that easy and that fast.

A: Actually, the form of humor in my works is more in the technique. I’m more targeted in the 
distribution of it, when people repath, regram, retweet, share, etc. I deliberately make 
entertaining works to provoke the reactions and responses from people. And visual comedy is 
one way of telling.

How so? Other than just to have fun, did you on purpose, make these works so that people 
can see something way beyond the visuals?

A: the series that I made, like My Celebrity Friends, Visit Indonesia 2014 and other series which 
I’ve spread in various social media is deliberately aimed to make wider dialogue space, 
sometimes it’s even far beyond the work I made. With the ability to regram, repath, retweet, etc. 
or just by simply mentioning to friends, consciously and/or eventually, my work has opened a 
variety of social interactions that take place in the media.

In my opinion, basically it’s just a form of visual arts. The point is how that work can reach a lot 
of people and can build diverse interactions of viewers.

Do you know and deliberately create and upload your photos to become viral?

A: Yes. I do that on purpose. And I really enjoy the response from hundreds or thousands of 
people toward my work.
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Indonesian President Joko Widodo and singer Justin Bieber do a selfie on one of Agan Harahap’s photos. Photo: courtesy of Agan Harahap

Startling images have swept the internet in Indonesia in recent years: photos of Indonesian 
President Joko Widodo as a spiky-haired punk rocker; of American celebrities Miley Cyrus and 
Megan Fox embracing a former Jakarta governor; and one of a handcuffed Angelina Jolie in the 
custody of the country’s police.

All these photos are fake, the creations of Agan Harahap, an Indonesian artist who has made a 
name for himself by creating believable images of Western celebrities in humble Indonesian 
surroundings. Some of Agan’s stars are hanging out at street-food stalls, others languish in 
decrepit jails. Some are images of famously at-war politicians standing next to one another and 
smiling joyfully.

In an era when most internet users are wary of digital manipulation and ignore obviously false 
photos, Agan’s work has consistently gone viral online as admirers post and repost his images. 
It’s hard to tell whether his followers believe the photos are real or whether they respect 
Agan’s artistry, his technical wizardry and sense of humour.

Poking fun at the world’s obsession with celebrities and the power of imagery in the internet 
era, Agan straddles the line between the absurdity of the situations in his images (“this can’t be 
real …”) and the slight hope that it might be (” … but it would be great if it was”).
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• Artist Agan Harahap Photoshops celebrities into humble Indonesian surroundings
• His photos of Hollywood celebrities and Indonesian politicians have found fame 
    online

Agan’s images have won him plenty of media coverage, both in Indonesia and beyond. Wired 
magazine dubbed his manipulated photos “classic celebrity Schadenfreude with a South Asian 
twist”, while ABC Australia described his work as “digital mischief” that served to warn 
Indonesians to “stop believing everything you see online”.

“What I am doing is simply responding to the happenings that I see on my social media feed,” 
Agan says. “Whether it is a celebrity, political, religion-related or culture-related story – all the 
things that get people fired up and talking in this digital age.”

The 39-year-old says his images lampoon the world’s obsession with revealing photos of public 
figures.

“I reconstruct them, creating a parody version, and throw them back out on the public sphere,” 
he says, adding that he doesn’t overthink the process, although he did hesitate before 
manipulating an image of the Indonesian president because he knew it would catch fire on the 
internet.

When Agan sees something rumbling on social media, he immediately starts looking for the 
most suitable photos of the people or the event, downloads them and begins digitally 
manipulating them. So far, he says, he hasn’t faced any issues regarding breach of the original 
photographer’s copyright. This may be because his images are entirely new constructions, 
riffing on celebrity snaps.

One of his most viral images was the fake photograph of President Widodo, often known as 
Jokowi, pictured as a young punk rocker. Titled I Was A Punk Before You, the image was 
intended to poke fun at punks who insist they are the most authentic and dedicated fans 
because they have been enthusiasts of the genre for the longest time.

Agan created the image in 2019, during the last Indonesian presidential election campaign 
when tensions were running high between supporters of two candidates, Widodo and 
Prabowo Subianto. “Though I did not explicitly state it was Jokowi, in the accompanying text I 
mentioned the Asian Games [being held in Indonesia at the time] which made people think of 
the president,” he says.

Agan adds that it is the image he takes most pride in – and it soon caught the eye of the 
president.

Agan regarded the photo as “an alternative biography” of the president, and it spread across 
the internet at lightning speed, eventually being picked up and posted by Prabowo supporters 
to illustrate Jokowi’s supposedly questionable background as a rocker.

Finally the president himself – who was at the time serving his first term – posted the photo on 
his official Instagram account to make it clear the photo was a fake.

The irrepressible Agan then created yet another fake image of the president, this time of 
Jokowi and his rival Prabowo taking a selfie together.

Agan exhibited the punk presidential image at the Art Bali event in 2018. Event organisers 
were initially wary because the IMF-World Bank congress was scheduled to run on the same 
dates as Art Bali, but they eventually relented. According to Agan, some foreign government 
officials even took selfies in front of the photo.

 
Now a widely admired image-maker, Agan first learned about the intricacies of photo 
manipulation at the Sekolah Tinggi Desain Indonesia – the Indonesian School of Design – 
almost by default. He learned to use the digital processing program Photoshop at the school. 
He did not initially own a camera so he began manipulating his friends’ unused photos from 
class and passing them off as his own in assignments.

In 2006, Agan started work in his first major job, as a photographer for the now-defunct music 
and culture magazine Trax, which he got by taking a photographer friend’s portfolio to the 
interview. He still didn’t have a camera, so instead he created images for Trax by digitally 
manipulating available images, either from the internet or taken by the magazine’s 
photographers.

His local breakthrough came in 2012, when he took part in the visual art exhibition Top 
Collection, an event held every few years by the influential Jakarta art initiative Ruangrupa.

“It was when Twitter and Facebook were big hits here, and good-quality phone cameras were 
just starting to make waves,” he recalls.

“I was seeing this culture of taking photos with celebrities and public figures. In the old days, 
people would print, then post those photos on their living room walls. Then, of course, people 
began posting those photos online to gain attention and acknowledgement from their social 
circles,” Agan explains.

So he began manipulating photos to create fake images of himself with international 
celebrities, adding believable stories to seemingly authenticate the narrative. He displayed 
them at the Top Collection event and also posted them online. These photos went viral on the 
internet.

“People just took them at face value,” he says, still surprised by how easy it was for internet 
users to believe they were real and begin reposting the images.

 

To maximise the impact of his work, Agan says he makes sure that whatever he is working on is 
published at the peak of the subject’s popularity as a talking point on social media.

There have been moments when things truly became “meta” for Agan. He went to Singapore 
with a friend, the surfer Rizal Tanjung, to watch the heavy metal band Metallica play, and 
afterwards “hung out” with the band’s guitarist, Kirk Hammett, a surfing buddy of Rizal’s.

He and Rizal wound up chatting with some of the band members, and he showed them some of 
his earliest work – manipulated images of the Metallica musicians in Indonesia, including one 
of the band’s lead singer James Hetfield drinking and partying with Agan in his kitchen.

These days, Agan owns his own camera, and a series of his photos of pet gravestones, titled 
“Our Beloved”, at Shanghai’s Power Station of Art gallery, was displayed at the Shanghai 
Biennale 2016.

He makes money from his manipulated images, particularly when they are exhibited, and he 
also earns cash professionally by editing photos.

On the creative front, he is now producing images that don’t rely on celebrities to make an 
impact, but he has come to terms with the fact that he will always be most known as “the 
Photoshop guy”.

“I would not say I am comfortable with people associating me mostly with this kind of work, but 
it is a risk I understand I have [to take] as an artist,” he says. “I have created other successful 
kinds of art that people have also liked, but there is no denying that photos of celebrities are 
the ones Indonesians embrace the most.”
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you still looking for “the right one” as the hallmark of your work?

A: I do drawings to refresh and it makes me feel happy. In creating work or something, I just do 
it freely. There’s no specific benchmark or target that I should pursue. I just have fun with the 
medium, whether it’s photography, Photoshop or drawing.

You’re well-known through photo manipulation. Starting from the subtly edited to roughly 
edited, and it is actually very entertaining. What is your motivation in creating such work?

A: My motivation in making and spreading these kinds of work is basically to entertain people.

What makes your works different and fresh compared to the others? If I try to edit some 
photos and get a lot of response, could I be like you, Agan Harahap?

A: I never try to create something different and fresh. Everything sort of just happens like that. 
What I do is actually a normal and common thing. And I’m sure, everyone can do it.

Anyway, what’s your upcoming grand project? Will it be anytime soon or are you still taking 
it easy, with having a family and stuff?

A: I’m still happy to play in the realm of reality and its distribution in social media network. This 
October, my photos that you’ve seen in my Instagram will be exhibited at an institution in 
Singapore. And quite frankly, now I’m pretty overwhelmed in preparing for it.

I can’t wait to see something new from you. Thank you for your time and best luck to you, 
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A: Thank you... thank you...
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a lot of things in all aspects of human life. Something can be good / bad, depending on its 
purpose. My work of manipulation is clearly different than the one that produced by PKS 
Piyungan, for example *lol* Manipulation is just one of my ways to have fun.

Then what’s the meaning of “reality”?

A: I remember when Rhoma Irama got interviewed in one of the TV station about the racist 
accusation against Jokowi-Ahok when they ran for Governor and Vice Governor Candidates 
in Jakarta. Rhoma said that, he got that racist accusation over the internet.

It became evident, that many people are still too naive in looking at reality (truth) in 
cyberspace. Whatever that’s in accordance with the heart and purpose, is regarded as truth. In 
the other hand, anything that does not fit with our hearts will be opposed. This is what’s 
happening in the ‘realism’ in social medias.

By making your works humorous, does it mean you want to emphasize that visual arts can be 
digested and enjoyed by everybody without exception? Because from all of your photos, 
people can react in one glance, people laugh or even cursing. It’s that easy and that fast.

A: Actually, the form of humor in my works is more in the technique. I’m more targeted in the 
distribution of it, when people repath, regram, retweet, share, etc. I deliberately make 
entertaining works to provoke the reactions and responses from people. And visual comedy is 
one way of telling.

How so? Other than just to have fun, did you on purpose, make these works so that people 
can see something way beyond the visuals?

A: the series that I made, like My Celebrity Friends, Visit Indonesia 2014 and other series which 
I’ve spread in various social media is deliberately aimed to make wider dialogue space, 
sometimes it’s even far beyond the work I made. With the ability to regram, repath, retweet, etc. 
or just by simply mentioning to friends, consciously and/or eventually, my work has opened a 
variety of social interactions that take place in the media.

In my opinion, basically it’s just a form of visual arts. The point is how that work can reach a lot 
of people and can build diverse interactions of viewers.

Do you know and deliberately create and upload your photos to become viral?

A: Yes. I do that on purpose. And I really enjoy the response from hundreds or thousands of 
people toward my work.

Startling images have swept the internet in Indonesia in recent years: photos of Indonesian 
President Joko Widodo as a spiky-haired punk rocker; of American celebrities Miley Cyrus and 
Megan Fox embracing a former Jakarta governor; and one of a handcuffed Angelina Jolie in the 
custody of the country’s police.

All these photos are fake, the creations of Agan Harahap, an Indonesian artist who has made a 
name for himself by creating believable images of Western celebrities in humble Indonesian 
surroundings. Some of Agan’s stars are hanging out at street-food stalls, others languish in 
decrepit jails. Some are images of famously at-war politicians standing next to one another and 
smiling joyfully.

In an era when most internet users are wary of digital manipulation and ignore obviously false 
photos, Agan’s work has consistently gone viral online as admirers post and repost his images. 
It’s hard to tell whether his followers believe the photos are real or whether they respect 
Agan’s artistry, his technical wizardry and sense of humour.

Poking fun at the world’s obsession with celebrities and the power of imagery in the internet 
era, Agan straddles the line between the absurdity of the situations in his images (“this can’t be 
real …”) and the slight hope that it might be (” … but it would be great if it was”).

Kendall Jenner. Photo: courtesy of Agan Harahap

Agan’s images have won him plenty of media coverage, both in Indonesia and beyond. Wired 
magazine dubbed his manipulated photos “classic celebrity Schadenfreude with a South Asian 
twist”, while ABC Australia described his work as “digital mischief” that served to warn 
Indonesians to “stop believing everything you see online”.

“What I am doing is simply responding to the happenings that I see on my social media feed,” 
Agan says. “Whether it is a celebrity, political, religion-related or culture-related story – all the 
things that get people fired up and talking in this digital age.”

Yao Ming. Photo: courtesy of Agan Harahap

The 39-year-old says his images lampoon the world’s obsession with revealing photos of public 
figures.

“I reconstruct them, creating a parody version, and throw them back out on the public sphere,” 
he says, adding that he doesn’t overthink the process, although he did hesitate before 
manipulating an image of the Indonesian president because he knew it would catch fire on the 
internet.

When Agan sees something rumbling on social media, he immediately starts looking for the 
most suitable photos of the people or the event, downloads them and begins digitally 
manipulating them. So far, he says, he hasn’t faced any issues regarding breach of the original 
photographer’s copyright. This may be because his images are entirely new constructions, 
riffing on celebrity snaps.

One of his most viral images was the fake photograph of President Widodo, often known as 
Jokowi, pictured as a young punk rocker. Titled I Was A Punk Before You, the image was 
intended to poke fun at punks who insist they are the most authentic and dedicated fans 
because they have been enthusiasts of the genre for the longest time.

Agan created the image in 2019, during the last Indonesian presidential election campaign 
when tensions were running high between supporters of two candidates, Widodo and 
Prabowo Subianto. “Though I did not explicitly state it was Jokowi, in the accompanying text I 
mentioned the Asian Games [being held in Indonesia at the time] which made people think of 
the president,” he says.

Agan adds that it is the image he takes most pride in – and it soon caught the eye of the 
president.

Agan regarded the photo as “an alternative biography” of the president, and it spread across 
the internet at lightning speed, eventually being picked up and posted by Prabowo supporters 
to illustrate Jokowi’s supposedly questionable background as a rocker.

Finally the president himself – who was at the time serving his first term – posted the photo on 
his official Instagram account to make it clear the photo was a fake.

The irrepressible Agan then created yet another fake image of the president, this time of 
Jokowi and his rival Prabowo taking a selfie together.

Agan exhibited the punk presidential image at the Art Bali event in 2018. Event organisers 
were initially wary because the IMF-World Bank congress was scheduled to run on the same 
dates as Art Bali, but they eventually relented. According to Agan, some foreign government 
officials even took selfies in front of the photo.

 
Now a widely admired image-maker, Agan first learned about the intricacies of photo 
manipulation at the Sekolah Tinggi Desain Indonesia – the Indonesian School of Design – 
almost by default. He learned to use the digital processing program Photoshop at the school. 
He did not initially own a camera so he began manipulating his friends’ unused photos from 
class and passing them off as his own in assignments.

In 2006, Agan started work in his first major job, as a photographer for the now-defunct music 
and culture magazine Trax, which he got by taking a photographer friend’s portfolio to the 
interview. He still didn’t have a camera, so instead he created images for Trax by digitally 
manipulating available images, either from the internet or taken by the magazine’s 
photographers.

His local breakthrough came in 2012, when he took part in the visual art exhibition Top 
Collection, an event held every few years by the influential Jakarta art initiative Ruangrupa.

“It was when Twitter and Facebook were big hits here, and good-quality phone cameras were 
just starting to make waves,” he recalls.

“I was seeing this culture of taking photos with celebrities and public figures. In the old days, 
people would print, then post those photos on their living room walls. Then, of course, people 
began posting those photos online to gain attention and acknowledgement from their social 
circles,” Agan explains.

So he began manipulating photos to create fake images of himself with international 
celebrities, adding believable stories to seemingly authenticate the narrative. He displayed 
them at the Top Collection event and also posted them online. These photos went viral on the 
internet.

“People just took them at face value,” he says, still surprised by how easy it was for internet 
users to believe they were real and begin reposting the images.

 

To maximise the impact of his work, Agan says he makes sure that whatever he is working on is 
published at the peak of the subject’s popularity as a talking point on social media.

There have been moments when things truly became “meta” for Agan. He went to Singapore 
with a friend, the surfer Rizal Tanjung, to watch the heavy metal band Metallica play, and 
afterwards “hung out” with the band’s guitarist, Kirk Hammett, a surfing buddy of Rizal’s.

He and Rizal wound up chatting with some of the band members, and he showed them some of 
his earliest work – manipulated images of the Metallica musicians in Indonesia, including one 
of the band’s lead singer James Hetfield drinking and partying with Agan in his kitchen.

These days, Agan owns his own camera, and a series of his photos of pet gravestones, titled 
“Our Beloved”, at Shanghai’s Power Station of Art gallery, was displayed at the Shanghai 
Biennale 2016.

He makes money from his manipulated images, particularly when they are exhibited, and he 
also earns cash professionally by editing photos.

On the creative front, he is now producing images that don’t rely on celebrities to make an 
impact, but he has come to terms with the fact that he will always be most known as “the 
Photoshop guy”.

“I would not say I am comfortable with people associating me mostly with this kind of work, but 
it is a risk I understand I have [to take] as an artist,” he says. “I have created other successful 
kinds of art that people have also liked, but there is no denying that photos of celebrities are 
the ones Indonesians embrace the most.”



Contemporary art. It’s pretty hard to explain, because it has no limit. Everything seems 
broader and possible; it is a part of pop culture. This phase is still happening until the very 
second you read this article. So yes, it is complementary to the era we’ve been living in. Well, it 
actually started around 1970’s. Now, we’re talking about the biggest innovation ever in 
technology: internet. For God’s sake, the internet has become an era where not only people 
become citizens, but also netizens. Is that a bad thing? Well, not really. There’s something 
awfully important from internet, it makes us needy somehow. We wish we could live without 
it, say you want to have a vacation and detach from everything, a “me time”. But when you go 
to grab a bite somewhere, you probably still have the urge to ask the waiter “what’s the wifi’s 
password?” just to get updated in your social media accounts. You post everything in 
Facebook, Twitter, Path, Instagram, Tumblr, etc. as long as you’re connected with your 
“friends”.

This phenomenon is eventually creeping into every aspect in this world. We don’t need to bare 
it all here, because you know it all. But the internet also happens to affect visual arts. It makes 
it possible for someone or artists to exhibit their work on the net, other than galleries. It’s 
easier, faster and cheaper. It also makes it possible for something to be called art without the 
need of galleries. At least that work (of art) could give people an awe of shock and delight. 
There’s an excitement or even a tremendum in everyone who sees it. Imagine if you can see 
and consume art any day, anytime, anyhow and anywhere. And you know how wide our access 
to anything in this world within the internet. And remember, the artist can get any response 
too. There’s an indirect human interaction that we can’t deny.

But then, as consuming as it could be, someone needs to make an effort to make it (more) 
intriguing because, you people are hard to satisfy. Agan Harahap (A) did that tremendously. 
He uses Photoshop and internet technology, something that we can also use, wisely. Agan has 
spent 6 years working in the world of commercial photography industry and said that he wants 
to try something else by making manipulated photos. He came in the right moment and 
processed the moment into something that we are sure is never gonna happen, at least not in 
the near future. He shakes things up by making some series of it and he spreads it onto social 
media and received and still receiving tons of responses since it became metadata on the net. 
We’ve seen it everywhere! Agan made his works accessible and humorous to anyone, it’s easy 
to understand and yet still blow us with wanders. It creates an interaction between strangers 
and makes it possible to discuss it. Ace!

So we did ask some people if whether or not they are familiar with Agan Harahap. Shockingly, 
the answer is no. But when we showed them one of his photos, they instantly say yes, they 
know his works. So, Sub-Cult wants to get to know him better through this interview below.

Hola Agan, how are you? Safe and sound? 

A: Yes, so far I’m still in God’s bless.

So congratulations! You’re a married man, a husband and father, and all you need is to have 
grandchildren. I heard you moved to Yogyakarta, huh? Why?

A: The reason I moved is to make me closer to go to Dagadu or some bakpia.

*lol* So, you’re better known as a photographer, I often see you in several concerts as well. 
Why don’t you do some stage photography? Because in my opinion, photographing a live 
performance is very interesting; you must be able to capture the emotion between 
performers and viewers.

A: Really? Is that what stage photography is? *lol* I’m still in the realm of photography anyway. 
But what I do now probably was not in the realm of popular photography industry. I already 
spent 6 years working in the world of commercial photography industry and I want to try 
something else.

Other than photography, you can also draw, and you’re good at it. I also have seen your work 
at Sotheby’s, sort of print on metal with incredible detail. With all that you’ve done so far, are 
you still looking for “the right one” as the hallmark of your work?

A: I do drawings to refresh and it makes me feel happy. In creating work or something, I just do 
it freely. There’s no specific benchmark or target that I should pursue. I just have fun with the 
medium, whether it’s photography, Photoshop or drawing.

You’re well-known through photo manipulation. Starting from the subtly edited to roughly 
edited, and it is actually very entertaining. What is your motivation in creating such work?

A: My motivation in making and spreading these kinds of work is basically to entertain people.

What makes your works different and fresh compared to the others? If I try to edit some 
photos and get a lot of response, could I be like you, Agan Harahap?

A: I never try to create something different and fresh. Everything sort of just happens like that. 
What I do is actually a normal and common thing. And I’m sure, everyone can do it.

Anyway, what’s your upcoming grand project? Will it be anytime soon or are you still taking 
it easy, with having a family and stuff?

A: I’m still happy to play in the realm of reality and its distribution in social media network. This 
October, my photos that you’ve seen in my Instagram will be exhibited at an institution in 
Singapore. And quite frankly, now I’m pretty overwhelmed in preparing for it.

I can’t wait to see something new from you. Thank you for your time and best luck to you, 
Agan!

A: Thank you... thank you...

For more info, other than his Instagram, you can check out his blog or his Behance. Or maybe if 
you’re in Yogyakarta, you can find him somewhere in the south strolling around with his family.

Interview by Febrina Anindita
Photos Doc. Agan Harahap

Today, thousands of medias compete to present reality in any kind of social media. And at the 
same time, millions of people can easily interpret and disseminate the reality in social media as 
they please. So, the elements of reality and its factual are shifted or even disappear altogether.

Then what about the meaning of “manipulating reality” in your work?

A: Until now, photography is still believed to be valid evidence to show the truth. Hence the 
term: No pic = HOAX. What I do is simply responding to the current social phenomenon by 
creating a new reality. And it’s not impossible that in the future, my work would be considered 
as truth. *lol*

*lol* Ironically, it means that people can easily make history, huh? Because there’s the 
internet, and we are netizens. We can upload and spread it and immediately it becomes 
“data” on the internet and then it has a story in/behind it. A history.

A: Yea. Precisely. All people have and can even form their own personal history. Or even 
further, suddenly ‘his/her story’ (intentionally or not) fits into a larger narrative, so that in the 
future, ‘his/her story’ can be justified by the public, because they have become part of a history. 
This reminds me of Diaries of Anne Frank, all of a sudden.

Internet and Photoshop is part of the technology. We’re in the goddamn digital era. Is the 
existence of technology for you and all artists, actually proven to be more helpful or 
troublesome? It seems that everything is exposed to technology. Have you ever feel 
confused or out of ideas?

A: I never see the acceleration of this technology as a specter for producing works. The 
progress in technology is what actually inspires my work. To me, this is the challenge to 
continue, to adapt and innovate in producing works when the technological acceleration 
occurs.

If there’s somebody who manipulates your photos and then it became a work of art, what 
would you do?

A: Why not? There have been a lot of people who did exactly that. And I am looking forward to 
it.

Hmm, as an artist, is there any Indonesian artist that you admire and why? Lately I’m 
intrigued by Ardi Gunawan because his work can’t be sold. But he’s always busy or so, it 
sucks.

A: Ardi is my best friend. In the end, a work of art does not always exist as a mere economic 
commodity. Work of arts can stand up and speak far beyond the numbers and logic in the 
economy.

I do not have a particular idol because I idolize the work. Not the artist. I would prefer some 
works from Ardi, I also like some of the works from Mes 56, Ace House Collective, Agung 
Kurniawan, Jompet Kuswidananto, Tromarama, Mela Jaarsma, Agus Suwage, etc.

Your series are notorious. But for some who don’t get how you show it to public by putting 
them on social medias, doesn’t it make your work “ordinary”? Because it’s accessible; it’s 
easy to see in a click. We can download your photos by ourselves. Don’t you feel aggrieved?

A: We can’t talk about exclusivity anymore if work already alluded to the realm of social media. 
Everything is exposed, everyone can enjoy, laugh and have fun and share the fun with friends. 
So why should i feel aggrieved?

However, it is fun though; we really enjoy your photos. How come you have such a minor 
behavior? Hahaha! I get really upset when I see Miley Cyrus photo squatting near a chicken 
coop.
A: *lol* I don’t know how to respond to this

Anyway, you also made a photo series Superhistory where superheroes in a frame among the 
world leaders or in an important event. Black and white photos, I love it. Do you like it better 
than the Teman-teman Selebritis series (Miley Cyrus, Paris Hilton, Rihanna, etc)?

A: Iwan Fals probably will have the same difficulties if he’s asked, “which songs do you like best, 
Bento or Kemesraan?” *lol*

Both of them have different concepts and background. They can’t be equated. So, each one 
must be addressed with a different perspective.

Hmmm, talk about the idea / concept of this manipulation, no matter how hilarious it is, the 
outcome still has manipulation techniques that have a negative nature. My friend and I have 
been questioning this, what’s the meaning of “manipulation”, to you?

A: Really? Perhaps it’s because of the origin of the word manipulation, eh? It has a negative 
impression *lol*

Without realizing it, the development of technology has been shifting slowly or even changing 
a lot of things in all aspects of human life. Something can be good / bad, depending on its 
purpose. My work of manipulation is clearly different than the one that produced by PKS 
Piyungan, for example *lol* Manipulation is just one of my ways to have fun.

Then what’s the meaning of “reality”?

A: I remember when Rhoma Irama got interviewed in one of the TV station about the racist 
accusation against Jokowi-Ahok when they ran for Governor and Vice Governor Candidates 
in Jakarta. Rhoma said that, he got that racist accusation over the internet.

It became evident, that many people are still too naive in looking at reality (truth) in 
cyberspace. Whatever that’s in accordance with the heart and purpose, is regarded as truth. In 
the other hand, anything that does not fit with our hearts will be opposed. This is what’s 
happening in the ‘realism’ in social medias.

By making your works humorous, does it mean you want to emphasize that visual arts can be 
digested and enjoyed by everybody without exception? Because from all of your photos, 
people can react in one glance, people laugh or even cursing. It’s that easy and that fast.

A: Actually, the form of humor in my works is more in the technique. I’m more targeted in the 
distribution of it, when people repath, regram, retweet, share, etc. I deliberately make 
entertaining works to provoke the reactions and responses from people. And visual comedy is 
one way of telling.

How so? Other than just to have fun, did you on purpose, make these works so that people 
can see something way beyond the visuals?

A: the series that I made, like My Celebrity Friends, Visit Indonesia 2014 and other series which 
I’ve spread in various social media is deliberately aimed to make wider dialogue space, 
sometimes it’s even far beyond the work I made. With the ability to regram, repath, retweet, etc. 
or just by simply mentioning to friends, consciously and/or eventually, my work has opened a 
variety of social interactions that take place in the media.

In my opinion, basically it’s just a form of visual arts. The point is how that work can reach a lot 
of people and can build diverse interactions of viewers.

Do you know and deliberately create and upload your photos to become viral?

A: Yes. I do that on purpose. And I really enjoy the response from hundreds or thousands of 
people toward my work.

Startling images have swept the internet in Indonesia in recent years: photos of Indonesian 
President Joko Widodo as a spiky-haired punk rocker; of American celebrities Miley Cyrus and 
Megan Fox embracing a former Jakarta governor; and one of a handcuffed Angelina Jolie in the 
custody of the country’s police.

All these photos are fake, the creations of Agan Harahap, an Indonesian artist who has made a 
name for himself by creating believable images of Western celebrities in humble Indonesian 
surroundings. Some of Agan’s stars are hanging out at street-food stalls, others languish in 
decrepit jails. Some are images of famously at-war politicians standing next to one another and 
smiling joyfully.

In an era when most internet users are wary of digital manipulation and ignore obviously false 
photos, Agan’s work has consistently gone viral online as admirers post and repost his images. 
It’s hard to tell whether his followers believe the photos are real or whether they respect 
Agan’s artistry, his technical wizardry and sense of humour.

Poking fun at the world’s obsession with celebrities and the power of imagery in the internet 
era, Agan straddles the line between the absurdity of the situations in his images (“this can’t be 
real …”) and the slight hope that it might be (” … but it would be great if it was”).

Agan’s images have won him plenty of media coverage, both in Indonesia and beyond. Wired 
magazine dubbed his manipulated photos “classic celebrity Schadenfreude with a South Asian 
twist”, while ABC Australia described his work as “digital mischief” that served to warn 
Indonesians to “stop believing everything you see online”.

“What I am doing is simply responding to the happenings that I see on my social media feed,” 
Agan says. “Whether it is a celebrity, political, religion-related or culture-related story – all the 
things that get people fired up and talking in this digital age.”

The 39-year-old says his images lampoon the world’s obsession with revealing photos of public 
figures.

“I reconstruct them, creating a parody version, and throw them back out on the public sphere,” 
he says, adding that he doesn’t overthink the process, although he did hesitate before 
manipulating an image of the Indonesian president because he knew it would catch fire on the 
internet.

When Agan sees something rumbling on social media, he immediately starts looking for the 
most suitable photos of the people or the event, downloads them and begins digitally 
manipulating them. So far, he says, he hasn’t faced any issues regarding breach of the original 
photographer’s copyright. This may be because his images are entirely new constructions, 
riffing on celebrity snaps.

One of his most viral images was the fake photograph of President Widodo, often known as 
Jokowi, pictured as a young punk rocker. Titled I Was A Punk Before You, the image was 
intended to poke fun at punks who insist they are the most authentic and dedicated fans 
because they have been enthusiasts of the genre for the longest time.

Agan created the image in 2019, during the last Indonesian presidential election campaign 
when tensions were running high between supporters of two candidates, Widodo and 
Prabowo Subianto. “Though I did not explicitly state it was Jokowi, in the accompanying text I 
mentioned the Asian Games [being held in Indonesia at the time] which made people think of 
the president,” he says.

Agan adds that it is the image he takes most pride in – and it soon caught the eye of the 
president.

Agan regarded the photo as “an alternative biography” of the president, and it spread across 
the internet at lightning speed, eventually being picked up and posted by Prabowo supporters 
to illustrate Jokowi’s supposedly questionable background as a rocker.

I was a punk before you: Joko Widodo. Photo: courtesy of Agan Harahap

Finally the president himself – who was at the time serving his first term – posted the photo on 
his official Instagram account to make it clear the photo was a fake.

The irrepressible Agan then created yet another fake image of the president, this time of 
Jokowi and his rival Prabowo taking a selfie together.

Agan exhibited the punk presidential image at the Art Bali event in 2018. Event organisers 
were initially wary because the IMF-World Bank congress was scheduled to run on the same 
dates as Art Bali, but they eventually relented. According to Agan, some foreign government 
officials even took selfies in front of the photo.

 
Now a widely admired image-maker, Agan first learned about the intricacies of photo 
manipulation at the Sekolah Tinggi Desain Indonesia – the Indonesian School of Design – 
almost by default. He learned to use the digital processing program Photoshop at the school. 
He did not initially own a camera so he began manipulating his friends’ unused photos from 
class and passing them off as his own in assignments.

In 2006, Agan started work in his first major job, as a photographer for the now-defunct music 
and culture magazine Trax, which he got by taking a photographer friend’s portfolio to the 
interview. He still didn’t have a camera, so instead he created images for Trax by digitally 
manipulating available images, either from the internet or taken by the magazine’s 
photographers.

His local breakthrough came in 2012, when he took part in the visual art exhibition Top 
Collection, an event held every few years by the influential Jakarta art initiative Ruangrupa.

“It was when Twitter and Facebook were big hits here, and good-quality phone cameras were 
just starting to make waves,” he recalls.

“I was seeing this culture of taking photos with celebrities and public figures. In the old days, 
people would print, then post those photos on their living room walls. Then, of course, people 
began posting those photos online to gain attention and acknowledgement from their social 
circles,” Agan explains.

So he began manipulating photos to create fake images of himself with international 
celebrities, adding believable stories to seemingly authenticate the narrative. He displayed 
them at the Top Collection event and also posted them online. These photos went viral on the 
internet.

“People just took them at face value,” he says, still surprised by how easy it was for internet 
users to believe they were real and begin reposting the images.

 

To maximise the impact of his work, Agan says he makes sure that whatever he is working on is 
published at the peak of the subject’s popularity as a talking point on social media.

There have been moments when things truly became “meta” for Agan. He went to Singapore 
with a friend, the surfer Rizal Tanjung, to watch the heavy metal band Metallica play, and 
afterwards “hung out” with the band’s guitarist, Kirk Hammett, a surfing buddy of Rizal’s.

He and Rizal wound up chatting with some of the band members, and he showed them some of 
his earliest work – manipulated images of the Metallica musicians in Indonesia, including one 
of the band’s lead singer James Hetfield drinking and partying with Agan in his kitchen.

These days, Agan owns his own camera, and a series of his photos of pet gravestones, titled 
“Our Beloved”, at Shanghai’s Power Station of Art gallery, was displayed at the Shanghai 
Biennale 2016.

He makes money from his manipulated images, particularly when they are exhibited, and he 
also earns cash professionally by editing photos.

On the creative front, he is now producing images that don’t rely on celebrities to make an 
impact, but he has come to terms with the fact that he will always be most known as “the 
Photoshop guy”.

“I would not say I am comfortable with people associating me mostly with this kind of work, but 
it is a risk I understand I have [to take] as an artist,” he says. “I have created other successful 
kinds of art that people have also liked, but there is no denying that photos of celebrities are 
the ones Indonesians embrace the most.”



Contemporary art. It’s pretty hard to explain, because it has no limit. Everything seems 
broader and possible; it is a part of pop culture. This phase is still happening until the very 
second you read this article. So yes, it is complementary to the era we’ve been living in. Well, it 
actually started around 1970’s. Now, we’re talking about the biggest innovation ever in 
technology: internet. For God’s sake, the internet has become an era where not only people 
become citizens, but also netizens. Is that a bad thing? Well, not really. There’s something 
awfully important from internet, it makes us needy somehow. We wish we could live without 
it, say you want to have a vacation and detach from everything, a “me time”. But when you go 
to grab a bite somewhere, you probably still have the urge to ask the waiter “what’s the wifi’s 
password?” just to get updated in your social media accounts. You post everything in 
Facebook, Twitter, Path, Instagram, Tumblr, etc. as long as you’re connected with your 
“friends”.

This phenomenon is eventually creeping into every aspect in this world. We don’t need to bare 
it all here, because you know it all. But the internet also happens to affect visual arts. It makes 
it possible for someone or artists to exhibit their work on the net, other than galleries. It’s 
easier, faster and cheaper. It also makes it possible for something to be called art without the 
need of galleries. At least that work (of art) could give people an awe of shock and delight. 
There’s an excitement or even a tremendum in everyone who sees it. Imagine if you can see 
and consume art any day, anytime, anyhow and anywhere. And you know how wide our access 
to anything in this world within the internet. And remember, the artist can get any response 
too. There’s an indirect human interaction that we can’t deny.

But then, as consuming as it could be, someone needs to make an effort to make it (more) 
intriguing because, you people are hard to satisfy. Agan Harahap (A) did that tremendously. 
He uses Photoshop and internet technology, something that we can also use, wisely. Agan has 
spent 6 years working in the world of commercial photography industry and said that he wants 
to try something else by making manipulated photos. He came in the right moment and 
processed the moment into something that we are sure is never gonna happen, at least not in 
the near future. He shakes things up by making some series of it and he spreads it onto social 
media and received and still receiving tons of responses since it became metadata on the net. 
We’ve seen it everywhere! Agan made his works accessible and humorous to anyone, it’s easy 
to understand and yet still blow us with wanders. It creates an interaction between strangers 
and makes it possible to discuss it. Ace!

So we did ask some people if whether or not they are familiar with Agan Harahap. Shockingly, 
the answer is no. But when we showed them one of his photos, they instantly say yes, they 
know his works. So, Sub-Cult wants to get to know him better through this interview below.

Hola Agan, how are you? Safe and sound? 

A: Yes, so far I’m still in God’s bless.

So congratulations! You’re a married man, a husband and father, and all you need is to have 
grandchildren. I heard you moved to Yogyakarta, huh? Why?

A: The reason I moved is to make me closer to go to Dagadu or some bakpia.

*lol* So, you’re better known as a photographer, I often see you in several concerts as well. 
Why don’t you do some stage photography? Because in my opinion, photographing a live 
performance is very interesting; you must be able to capture the emotion between 
performers and viewers.

A: Really? Is that what stage photography is? *lol* I’m still in the realm of photography anyway. 
But what I do now probably was not in the realm of popular photography industry. I already 
spent 6 years working in the world of commercial photography industry and I want to try 
something else.

Other than photography, you can also draw, and you’re good at it. I also have seen your work 
at Sotheby’s, sort of print on metal with incredible detail. With all that you’ve done so far, are 
you still looking for “the right one” as the hallmark of your work?

A: I do drawings to refresh and it makes me feel happy. In creating work or something, I just do 
it freely. There’s no specific benchmark or target that I should pursue. I just have fun with the 
medium, whether it’s photography, Photoshop or drawing.

You’re well-known through photo manipulation. Starting from the subtly edited to roughly 
edited, and it is actually very entertaining. What is your motivation in creating such work?

A: My motivation in making and spreading these kinds of work is basically to entertain people.

What makes your works different and fresh compared to the others? If I try to edit some 
photos and get a lot of response, could I be like you, Agan Harahap?

A: I never try to create something different and fresh. Everything sort of just happens like that. 
What I do is actually a normal and common thing. And I’m sure, everyone can do it.

Anyway, what’s your upcoming grand project? Will it be anytime soon or are you still taking 
it easy, with having a family and stuff?

A: I’m still happy to play in the realm of reality and its distribution in social media network. This 
October, my photos that you’ve seen in my Instagram will be exhibited at an institution in 
Singapore. And quite frankly, now I’m pretty overwhelmed in preparing for it.

I can’t wait to see something new from you. Thank you for your time and best luck to you, 
Agan!

A: Thank you... thank you...

For more info, other than his Instagram, you can check out his blog or his Behance. Or maybe if 
you’re in Yogyakarta, you can find him somewhere in the south strolling around with his family.

Interview by Febrina Anindita
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Today, thousands of medias compete to present reality in any kind of social media. And at the 
same time, millions of people can easily interpret and disseminate the reality in social media as 
they please. So, the elements of reality and its factual are shifted or even disappear altogether.

Then what about the meaning of “manipulating reality” in your work?

A: Until now, photography is still believed to be valid evidence to show the truth. Hence the 
term: No pic = HOAX. What I do is simply responding to the current social phenomenon by 
creating a new reality. And it’s not impossible that in the future, my work would be considered 
as truth. *lol*

*lol* Ironically, it means that people can easily make history, huh? Because there’s the 
internet, and we are netizens. We can upload and spread it and immediately it becomes 
“data” on the internet and then it has a story in/behind it. A history.

A: Yea. Precisely. All people have and can even form their own personal history. Or even 
further, suddenly ‘his/her story’ (intentionally or not) fits into a larger narrative, so that in the 
future, ‘his/her story’ can be justified by the public, because they have become part of a history. 
This reminds me of Diaries of Anne Frank, all of a sudden.

Internet and Photoshop is part of the technology. We’re in the goddamn digital era. Is the 
existence of technology for you and all artists, actually proven to be more helpful or 
troublesome? It seems that everything is exposed to technology. Have you ever feel 
confused or out of ideas?

A: I never see the acceleration of this technology as a specter for producing works. The 
progress in technology is what actually inspires my work. To me, this is the challenge to 
continue, to adapt and innovate in producing works when the technological acceleration 
occurs.

If there’s somebody who manipulates your photos and then it became a work of art, what 
would you do?

A: Why not? There have been a lot of people who did exactly that. And I am looking forward to 
it.

Hmm, as an artist, is there any Indonesian artist that you admire and why? Lately I’m 
intrigued by Ardi Gunawan because his work can’t be sold. But he’s always busy or so, it 
sucks.

A: Ardi is my best friend. In the end, a work of art does not always exist as a mere economic 
commodity. Work of arts can stand up and speak far beyond the numbers and logic in the 
economy.

I do not have a particular idol because I idolize the work. Not the artist. I would prefer some 
works from Ardi, I also like some of the works from Mes 56, Ace House Collective, Agung 
Kurniawan, Jompet Kuswidananto, Tromarama, Mela Jaarsma, Agus Suwage, etc.

Your series are notorious. But for some who don’t get how you show it to public by putting 
them on social medias, doesn’t it make your work “ordinary”? Because it’s accessible; it’s 
easy to see in a click. We can download your photos by ourselves. Don’t you feel aggrieved?

A: We can’t talk about exclusivity anymore if work already alluded to the realm of social media. 
Everything is exposed, everyone can enjoy, laugh and have fun and share the fun with friends. 
So why should i feel aggrieved?

However, it is fun though; we really enjoy your photos. How come you have such a minor 
behavior? Hahaha! I get really upset when I see Miley Cyrus photo squatting near a chicken 
coop.
A: *lol* I don’t know how to respond to this

Anyway, you also made a photo series Superhistory where superheroes in a frame among the 
world leaders or in an important event. Black and white photos, I love it. Do you like it better 
than the Teman-teman Selebritis series (Miley Cyrus, Paris Hilton, Rihanna, etc)?

A: Iwan Fals probably will have the same difficulties if he’s asked, “which songs do you like best, 
Bento or Kemesraan?” *lol*

Both of them have different concepts and background. They can’t be equated. So, each one 
must be addressed with a different perspective.

Hmmm, talk about the idea / concept of this manipulation, no matter how hilarious it is, the 
outcome still has manipulation techniques that have a negative nature. My friend and I have 
been questioning this, what’s the meaning of “manipulation”, to you?

A: Really? Perhaps it’s because of the origin of the word manipulation, eh? It has a negative 
impression *lol*

Without realizing it, the development of technology has been shifting slowly or even changing 
a lot of things in all aspects of human life. Something can be good / bad, depending on its 
purpose. My work of manipulation is clearly different than the one that produced by PKS 
Piyungan, for example *lol* Manipulation is just one of my ways to have fun.

Then what’s the meaning of “reality”?

A: I remember when Rhoma Irama got interviewed in one of the TV station about the racist 
accusation against Jokowi-Ahok when they ran for Governor and Vice Governor Candidates 
in Jakarta. Rhoma said that, he got that racist accusation over the internet.

It became evident, that many people are still too naive in looking at reality (truth) in 
cyberspace. Whatever that’s in accordance with the heart and purpose, is regarded as truth. In 
the other hand, anything that does not fit with our hearts will be opposed. This is what’s 
happening in the ‘realism’ in social medias.

By making your works humorous, does it mean you want to emphasize that visual arts can be 
digested and enjoyed by everybody without exception? Because from all of your photos, 
people can react in one glance, people laugh or even cursing. It’s that easy and that fast.

A: Actually, the form of humor in my works is more in the technique. I’m more targeted in the 
distribution of it, when people repath, regram, retweet, share, etc. I deliberately make 
entertaining works to provoke the reactions and responses from people. And visual comedy is 
one way of telling.

How so? Other than just to have fun, did you on purpose, make these works so that people 
can see something way beyond the visuals?

A: the series that I made, like My Celebrity Friends, Visit Indonesia 2014 and other series which 
I’ve spread in various social media is deliberately aimed to make wider dialogue space, 
sometimes it’s even far beyond the work I made. With the ability to regram, repath, retweet, etc. 
or just by simply mentioning to friends, consciously and/or eventually, my work has opened a 
variety of social interactions that take place in the media.

In my opinion, basically it’s just a form of visual arts. The point is how that work can reach a lot 
of people and can build diverse interactions of viewers.

Do you know and deliberately create and upload your photos to become viral?

A: Yes. I do that on purpose. And I really enjoy the response from hundreds or thousands of 
people toward my work.

Startling images have swept the internet in Indonesia in recent years: photos of Indonesian 
President Joko Widodo as a spiky-haired punk rocker; of American celebrities Miley Cyrus and 
Megan Fox embracing a former Jakarta governor; and one of a handcuffed Angelina Jolie in the 
custody of the country’s police.

All these photos are fake, the creations of Agan Harahap, an Indonesian artist who has made a 
name for himself by creating believable images of Western celebrities in humble Indonesian 
surroundings. Some of Agan’s stars are hanging out at street-food stalls, others languish in 
decrepit jails. Some are images of famously at-war politicians standing next to one another and 
smiling joyfully.

In an era when most internet users are wary of digital manipulation and ignore obviously false 
photos, Agan’s work has consistently gone viral online as admirers post and repost his images. 
It’s hard to tell whether his followers believe the photos are real or whether they respect 
Agan’s artistry, his technical wizardry and sense of humour.

Poking fun at the world’s obsession with celebrities and the power of imagery in the internet 
era, Agan straddles the line between the absurdity of the situations in his images (“this can’t be 
real …”) and the slight hope that it might be (” … but it would be great if it was”).

Agan’s images have won him plenty of media coverage, both in Indonesia and beyond. Wired 
magazine dubbed his manipulated photos “classic celebrity Schadenfreude with a South Asian 
twist”, while ABC Australia described his work as “digital mischief” that served to warn 
Indonesians to “stop believing everything you see online”.

“What I am doing is simply responding to the happenings that I see on my social media feed,” 
Agan says. “Whether it is a celebrity, political, religion-related or culture-related story – all the 
things that get people fired up and talking in this digital age.”

The 39-year-old says his images lampoon the world’s obsession with revealing photos of public 
figures.

“I reconstruct them, creating a parody version, and throw them back out on the public sphere,” 
he says, adding that he doesn’t overthink the process, although he did hesitate before 
manipulating an image of the Indonesian president because he knew it would catch fire on the 
internet.

When Agan sees something rumbling on social media, he immediately starts looking for the 
most suitable photos of the people or the event, downloads them and begins digitally 
manipulating them. So far, he says, he hasn’t faced any issues regarding breach of the original 
photographer’s copyright. This may be because his images are entirely new constructions, 
riffing on celebrity snaps.

One of his most viral images was the fake photograph of President Widodo, often known as 
Jokowi, pictured as a young punk rocker. Titled I Was A Punk Before You, the image was 
intended to poke fun at punks who insist they are the most authentic and dedicated fans 
because they have been enthusiasts of the genre for the longest time.

Agan created the image in 2019, during the last Indonesian presidential election campaign 
when tensions were running high between supporters of two candidates, Widodo and 
Prabowo Subianto. “Though I did not explicitly state it was Jokowi, in the accompanying text I 
mentioned the Asian Games [being held in Indonesia at the time] which made people think of 
the president,” he says.

Agan adds that it is the image he takes most pride in – and it soon caught the eye of the 
president.

Agan regarded the photo as “an alternative biography” of the president, and it spread across 
the internet at lightning speed, eventually being picked up and posted by Prabowo supporters 
to illustrate Jokowi’s supposedly questionable background as a rocker.

Yao Ming. Photo: courtesy of Agan Harahap

Finally the president himself – who was at the time serving his first term – posted the photo on 
his official Instagram account to make it clear the photo was a fake.

The irrepressible Agan then created yet another fake image of the president, this time of 
Jokowi and his rival Prabowo taking a selfie together.

Agan exhibited the punk presidential image at the Art Bali event in 2018. Event organisers 
were initially wary because the IMF-World Bank congress was scheduled to run on the same 
dates as Art Bali, but they eventually relented. According to Agan, some foreign government 
officials even took selfies in front of the photo.

 
Now a widely admired image-maker, Agan first learned about the intricacies of photo 
manipulation at the Sekolah Tinggi Desain Indonesia – the Indonesian School of Design – 
almost by default. He learned to use the digital processing program Photoshop at the school. 
He did not initially own a camera so he began manipulating his friends’ unused photos from 
class and passing them off as his own in assignments.

In 2006, Agan started work in his first major job, as a photographer for the now-defunct music 
and culture magazine Trax, which he got by taking a photographer friend’s portfolio to the 
interview. He still didn’t have a camera, so instead he created images for Trax by digitally 
manipulating available images, either from the internet or taken by the magazine’s 
photographers.

His local breakthrough came in 2012, when he took part in the visual art exhibition Top 
Collection, an event held every few years by the influential Jakarta art initiative Ruangrupa.

James Hetfield from Metallica. Photo: courtesy of Agan Harahap

“It was when Twitter and Facebook were big hits here, and good-quality phone cameras were 
just starting to make waves,” he recalls.

“I was seeing this culture of taking photos with celebrities and public figures. In the old days, 
people would print, then post those photos on their living room walls. Then, of course, people 
began posting those photos online to gain attention and acknowledgement from their social 
circles,” Agan explains.

So he began manipulating photos to create fake images of himself with international 
celebrities, adding believable stories to seemingly authenticate the narrative. He displayed 
them at the Top Collection event and also posted them online. These photos went viral on the 
internet.

“People just took them at face value,” he says, still surprised by how easy it was for internet 
users to believe they were real and begin reposting the images.

 

To maximise the impact of his work, Agan says he makes sure that whatever he is working on is 
published at the peak of the subject’s popularity as a talking point on social media.

There have been moments when things truly became “meta” for Agan. He went to Singapore 
with a friend, the surfer Rizal Tanjung, to watch the heavy metal band Metallica play, and 
afterwards “hung out” with the band’s guitarist, Kirk Hammett, a surfing buddy of Rizal’s.

He and Rizal wound up chatting with some of the band members, and he showed them some of 
his earliest work – manipulated images of the Metallica musicians in Indonesia, including one 
of the band’s lead singer James Hetfield drinking and partying with Agan in his kitchen.

These days, Agan owns his own camera, and a series of his photos of pet gravestones, titled 
“Our Beloved”, at Shanghai’s Power Station of Art gallery, was displayed at the Shanghai 
Biennale 2016.

He makes money from his manipulated images, particularly when they are exhibited, and he 
also earns cash professionally by editing photos.

On the creative front, he is now producing images that don’t rely on celebrities to make an 
impact, but he has come to terms with the fact that he will always be most known as “the 
Photoshop guy”.

“I would not say I am comfortable with people associating me mostly with this kind of work, but 
it is a risk I understand I have [to take] as an artist,” he says. “I have created other successful 
kinds of art that people have also liked, but there is no denying that photos of celebrities are 
the ones Indonesians embrace the most.”



Contemporary art. It’s pretty hard to explain, because it has no limit. Everything seems 
broader and possible; it is a part of pop culture. This phase is still happening until the very 
second you read this article. So yes, it is complementary to the era we’ve been living in. Well, it 
actually started around 1970’s. Now, we’re talking about the biggest innovation ever in 
technology: internet. For God’s sake, the internet has become an era where not only people 
become citizens, but also netizens. Is that a bad thing? Well, not really. There’s something 
awfully important from internet, it makes us needy somehow. We wish we could live without 
it, say you want to have a vacation and detach from everything, a “me time”. But when you go 
to grab a bite somewhere, you probably still have the urge to ask the waiter “what’s the wifi’s 
password?” just to get updated in your social media accounts. You post everything in 
Facebook, Twitter, Path, Instagram, Tumblr, etc. as long as you’re connected with your 
“friends”.

This phenomenon is eventually creeping into every aspect in this world. We don’t need to bare 
it all here, because you know it all. But the internet also happens to affect visual arts. It makes 
it possible for someone or artists to exhibit their work on the net, other than galleries. It’s 
easier, faster and cheaper. It also makes it possible for something to be called art without the 
need of galleries. At least that work (of art) could give people an awe of shock and delight. 
There’s an excitement or even a tremendum in everyone who sees it. Imagine if you can see 
and consume art any day, anytime, anyhow and anywhere. And you know how wide our access 
to anything in this world within the internet. And remember, the artist can get any response 
too. There’s an indirect human interaction that we can’t deny.

But then, as consuming as it could be, someone needs to make an effort to make it (more) 
intriguing because, you people are hard to satisfy. Agan Harahap (A) did that tremendously. 
He uses Photoshop and internet technology, something that we can also use, wisely. Agan has 
spent 6 years working in the world of commercial photography industry and said that he wants 
to try something else by making manipulated photos. He came in the right moment and 
processed the moment into something that we are sure is never gonna happen, at least not in 
the near future. He shakes things up by making some series of it and he spreads it onto social 
media and received and still receiving tons of responses since it became metadata on the net. 
We’ve seen it everywhere! Agan made his works accessible and humorous to anyone, it’s easy 
to understand and yet still blow us with wanders. It creates an interaction between strangers 
and makes it possible to discuss it. Ace!

So we did ask some people if whether or not they are familiar with Agan Harahap. Shockingly, 
the answer is no. But when we showed them one of his photos, they instantly say yes, they 
know his works. So, Sub-Cult wants to get to know him better through this interview below.

Hola Agan, how are you? Safe and sound? 

A: Yes, so far I’m still in God’s bless.

So congratulations! You’re a married man, a husband and father, and all you need is to have 
grandchildren. I heard you moved to Yogyakarta, huh? Why?

A: The reason I moved is to make me closer to go to Dagadu or some bakpia.

*lol* So, you’re better known as a photographer, I often see you in several concerts as well. 
Why don’t you do some stage photography? Because in my opinion, photographing a live 
performance is very interesting; you must be able to capture the emotion between 
performers and viewers.

A: Really? Is that what stage photography is? *lol* I’m still in the realm of photography anyway. 
But what I do now probably was not in the realm of popular photography industry. I already 
spent 6 years working in the world of commercial photography industry and I want to try 
something else.

Other than photography, you can also draw, and you’re good at it. I also have seen your work 
at Sotheby’s, sort of print on metal with incredible detail. With all that you’ve done so far, are 
you still looking for “the right one” as the hallmark of your work?

A: I do drawings to refresh and it makes me feel happy. In creating work or something, I just do 
it freely. There’s no specific benchmark or target that I should pursue. I just have fun with the 
medium, whether it’s photography, Photoshop or drawing.

You’re well-known through photo manipulation. Starting from the subtly edited to roughly 
edited, and it is actually very entertaining. What is your motivation in creating such work?

A: My motivation in making and spreading these kinds of work is basically to entertain people.

What makes your works different and fresh compared to the others? If I try to edit some 
photos and get a lot of response, could I be like you, Agan Harahap?

A: I never try to create something different and fresh. Everything sort of just happens like that. 
What I do is actually a normal and common thing. And I’m sure, everyone can do it.

Anyway, what’s your upcoming grand project? Will it be anytime soon or are you still taking 
it easy, with having a family and stuff?

A: I’m still happy to play in the realm of reality and its distribution in social media network. This 
October, my photos that you’ve seen in my Instagram will be exhibited at an institution in 
Singapore. And quite frankly, now I’m pretty overwhelmed in preparing for it.

I can’t wait to see something new from you. Thank you for your time and best luck to you, 
Agan!

A: Thank you... thank you...

For more info, other than his Instagram, you can check out his blog or his Behance. Or maybe if 
you’re in Yogyakarta, you can find him somewhere in the south strolling around with his family.
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Today, thousands of medias compete to present reality in any kind of social media. And at the 
same time, millions of people can easily interpret and disseminate the reality in social media as 
they please. So, the elements of reality and its factual are shifted or even disappear altogether.

Then what about the meaning of “manipulating reality” in your work?

A: Until now, photography is still believed to be valid evidence to show the truth. Hence the 
term: No pic = HOAX. What I do is simply responding to the current social phenomenon by 
creating a new reality. And it’s not impossible that in the future, my work would be considered 
as truth. *lol*

*lol* Ironically, it means that people can easily make history, huh? Because there’s the 
internet, and we are netizens. We can upload and spread it and immediately it becomes 
“data” on the internet and then it has a story in/behind it. A history.

A: Yea. Precisely. All people have and can even form their own personal history. Or even 
further, suddenly ‘his/her story’ (intentionally or not) fits into a larger narrative, so that in the 
future, ‘his/her story’ can be justified by the public, because they have become part of a history. 
This reminds me of Diaries of Anne Frank, all of a sudden.

Internet and Photoshop is part of the technology. We’re in the goddamn digital era. Is the 
existence of technology for you and all artists, actually proven to be more helpful or 
troublesome? It seems that everything is exposed to technology. Have you ever feel 
confused or out of ideas?

A: I never see the acceleration of this technology as a specter for producing works. The 
progress in technology is what actually inspires my work. To me, this is the challenge to 
continue, to adapt and innovate in producing works when the technological acceleration 
occurs.

If there’s somebody who manipulates your photos and then it became a work of art, what 
would you do?

A: Why not? There have been a lot of people who did exactly that. And I am looking forward to 
it.

Hmm, as an artist, is there any Indonesian artist that you admire and why? Lately I’m 
intrigued by Ardi Gunawan because his work can’t be sold. But he’s always busy or so, it 
sucks.

A: Ardi is my best friend. In the end, a work of art does not always exist as a mere economic 
commodity. Work of arts can stand up and speak far beyond the numbers and logic in the 
economy.

I do not have a particular idol because I idolize the work. Not the artist. I would prefer some 
works from Ardi, I also like some of the works from Mes 56, Ace House Collective, Agung 
Kurniawan, Jompet Kuswidananto, Tromarama, Mela Jaarsma, Agus Suwage, etc.

Your series are notorious. But for some who don’t get how you show it to public by putting 
them on social medias, doesn’t it make your work “ordinary”? Because it’s accessible; it’s 
easy to see in a click. We can download your photos by ourselves. Don’t you feel aggrieved?

A: We can’t talk about exclusivity anymore if work already alluded to the realm of social media. 
Everything is exposed, everyone can enjoy, laugh and have fun and share the fun with friends. 
So why should i feel aggrieved?

However, it is fun though; we really enjoy your photos. How come you have such a minor 
behavior? Hahaha! I get really upset when I see Miley Cyrus photo squatting near a chicken 
coop.
A: *lol* I don’t know how to respond to this

Anyway, you also made a photo series Superhistory where superheroes in a frame among the 
world leaders or in an important event. Black and white photos, I love it. Do you like it better 
than the Teman-teman Selebritis series (Miley Cyrus, Paris Hilton, Rihanna, etc)?

A: Iwan Fals probably will have the same difficulties if he’s asked, “which songs do you like best, 
Bento or Kemesraan?” *lol*

Both of them have different concepts and background. They can’t be equated. So, each one 
must be addressed with a different perspective.

Hmmm, talk about the idea / concept of this manipulation, no matter how hilarious it is, the 
outcome still has manipulation techniques that have a negative nature. My friend and I have 
been questioning this, what’s the meaning of “manipulation”, to you?

A: Really? Perhaps it’s because of the origin of the word manipulation, eh? It has a negative 
impression *lol*

Without realizing it, the development of technology has been shifting slowly or even changing 
a lot of things in all aspects of human life. Something can be good / bad, depending on its 
purpose. My work of manipulation is clearly different than the one that produced by PKS 
Piyungan, for example *lol* Manipulation is just one of my ways to have fun.

Then what’s the meaning of “reality”?

A: I remember when Rhoma Irama got interviewed in one of the TV station about the racist 
accusation against Jokowi-Ahok when they ran for Governor and Vice Governor Candidates 
in Jakarta. Rhoma said that, he got that racist accusation over the internet.

It became evident, that many people are still too naive in looking at reality (truth) in 
cyberspace. Whatever that’s in accordance with the heart and purpose, is regarded as truth. In 
the other hand, anything that does not fit with our hearts will be opposed. This is what’s 
happening in the ‘realism’ in social medias.

By making your works humorous, does it mean you want to emphasize that visual arts can be 
digested and enjoyed by everybody without exception? Because from all of your photos, 
people can react in one glance, people laugh or even cursing. It’s that easy and that fast.

A: Actually, the form of humor in my works is more in the technique. I’m more targeted in the 
distribution of it, when people repath, regram, retweet, share, etc. I deliberately make 
entertaining works to provoke the reactions and responses from people. And visual comedy is 
one way of telling.

How so? Other than just to have fun, did you on purpose, make these works so that people 
can see something way beyond the visuals?

A: the series that I made, like My Celebrity Friends, Visit Indonesia 2014 and other series which 
I’ve spread in various social media is deliberately aimed to make wider dialogue space, 
sometimes it’s even far beyond the work I made. With the ability to regram, repath, retweet, etc. 
or just by simply mentioning to friends, consciously and/or eventually, my work has opened a 
variety of social interactions that take place in the media.

In my opinion, basically it’s just a form of visual arts. The point is how that work can reach a lot 
of people and can build diverse interactions of viewers.

Do you know and deliberately create and upload your photos to become viral?

A: Yes. I do that on purpose. And I really enjoy the response from hundreds or thousands of 
people toward my work.

Startling images have swept the internet in Indonesia in recent years: photos of Indonesian 
President Joko Widodo as a spiky-haired punk rocker; of American celebrities Miley Cyrus and 
Megan Fox embracing a former Jakarta governor; and one of a handcuffed Angelina Jolie in the 
custody of the country’s police.

All these photos are fake, the creations of Agan Harahap, an Indonesian artist who has made a 
name for himself by creating believable images of Western celebrities in humble Indonesian 
surroundings. Some of Agan’s stars are hanging out at street-food stalls, others languish in 
decrepit jails. Some are images of famously at-war politicians standing next to one another and 
smiling joyfully.

In an era when most internet users are wary of digital manipulation and ignore obviously false 
photos, Agan’s work has consistently gone viral online as admirers post and repost his images. 
It’s hard to tell whether his followers believe the photos are real or whether they respect 
Agan’s artistry, his technical wizardry and sense of humour.

Poking fun at the world’s obsession with celebrities and the power of imagery in the internet 
era, Agan straddles the line between the absurdity of the situations in his images (“this can’t be 
real …”) and the slight hope that it might be (” … but it would be great if it was”).

Agan’s images have won him plenty of media coverage, both in Indonesia and beyond. Wired 
magazine dubbed his manipulated photos “classic celebrity Schadenfreude with a South Asian 
twist”, while ABC Australia described his work as “digital mischief” that served to warn 
Indonesians to “stop believing everything you see online”.

“What I am doing is simply responding to the happenings that I see on my social media feed,” 
Agan says. “Whether it is a celebrity, political, religion-related or culture-related story – all the 
things that get people fired up and talking in this digital age.”

The 39-year-old says his images lampoon the world’s obsession with revealing photos of public 
figures.

“I reconstruct them, creating a parody version, and throw them back out on the public sphere,” 
he says, adding that he doesn’t overthink the process, although he did hesitate before 
manipulating an image of the Indonesian president because he knew it would catch fire on the 
internet.

When Agan sees something rumbling on social media, he immediately starts looking for the 
most suitable photos of the people or the event, downloads them and begins digitally 
manipulating them. So far, he says, he hasn’t faced any issues regarding breach of the original 
photographer’s copyright. This may be because his images are entirely new constructions, 
riffing on celebrity snaps.

One of his most viral images was the fake photograph of President Widodo, often known as 
Jokowi, pictured as a young punk rocker. Titled I Was A Punk Before You, the image was 
intended to poke fun at punks who insist they are the most authentic and dedicated fans 
because they have been enthusiasts of the genre for the longest time.

Agan created the image in 2019, during the last Indonesian presidential election campaign 
when tensions were running high between supporters of two candidates, Widodo and 
Prabowo Subianto. “Though I did not explicitly state it was Jokowi, in the accompanying text I 
mentioned the Asian Games [being held in Indonesia at the time] which made people think of 
the president,” he says.

Agan adds that it is the image he takes most pride in – and it soon caught the eye of the 
president.

Agan regarded the photo as “an alternative biography” of the president, and it spread across 
the internet at lightning speed, eventually being picked up and posted by Prabowo supporters 
to illustrate Jokowi’s supposedly questionable background as a rocker.

Finally the president himself – who was at the time serving his first term – posted the photo on 
his official Instagram account to make it clear the photo was a fake.

The irrepressible Agan then created yet another fake image of the president, this time of 
Jokowi and his rival Prabowo taking a selfie together.

Agan exhibited the punk presidential image at the Art Bali event in 2018. Event organisers 
were initially wary because the IMF-World Bank congress was scheduled to run on the same 
dates as Art Bali, but they eventually relented. According to Agan, some foreign government 
officials even took selfies in front of the photo.

 
Now a widely admired image-maker, Agan first learned about the intricacies of photo 
manipulation at the Sekolah Tinggi Desain Indonesia – the Indonesian School of Design – 
almost by default. He learned to use the digital processing program Photoshop at the school. 
He did not initially own a camera so he began manipulating his friends’ unused photos from 
class and passing them off as his own in assignments.

In 2006, Agan started work in his first major job, as a photographer for the now-defunct music 
and culture magazine Trax, which he got by taking a photographer friend’s portfolio to the 
interview. He still didn’t have a camera, so instead he created images for Trax by digitally 
manipulating available images, either from the internet or taken by the magazine’s 
photographers.

His local breakthrough came in 2012, when he took part in the visual art exhibition Top 
Collection, an event held every few years by the influential Jakarta art initiative Ruangrupa.

”
I reconstruct them, creating a parody
version, and throw them back out on
the public sphere
Agan Harahap, artist

“It was when Twitter and Facebook were big hits here, and good-quality phone cameras were 
just starting to make waves,” he recalls.

“I was seeing this culture of taking photos with celebrities and public figures. In the old days, 
people would print, then post those photos on their living room walls. Then, of course, people 
began posting those photos online to gain attention and acknowledgement from their social 
circles,” Agan explains.

So he began manipulating photos to create fake images of himself with international 
celebrities, adding believable stories to seemingly authenticate the narrative. He displayed 
them at the Top Collection event and also posted them online. These photos went viral on the 
internet.

“People just took them at face value,” he says, still surprised by how easy it was for internet 
users to believe they were real and begin reposting the images.

 

To maximise the impact of his work, Agan says he makes sure that whatever he is working on is 
published at the peak of the subject’s popularity as a talking point on social media.

There have been moments when things truly became “meta” for Agan. He went to Singapore 
with a friend, the surfer Rizal Tanjung, to watch the heavy metal band Metallica play, and 
afterwards “hung out” with the band’s guitarist, Kirk Hammett, a surfing buddy of Rizal’s.

He and Rizal wound up chatting with some of the band members, and he showed them some of 
his earliest work – manipulated images of the Metallica musicians in Indonesia, including one 
of the band’s lead singer James Hetfield drinking and partying with Agan in his kitchen.

James Hetfield from Metallica. Photo: courtesy of Agan Harahap

These days, Agan owns his own camera, and a series of his photos of pet gravestones, titled 
“Our Beloved”, at Shanghai’s Power Station of Art gallery, was displayed at the Shanghai 
Biennale 2016.

He makes money from his manipulated images, particularly when they are exhibited, and he 
also earns cash professionally by editing photos.

On the creative front, he is now producing images that don’t rely on celebrities to make an 
impact, but he has come to terms with the fact that he will always be most known as “the 
Photoshop guy”.

“I would not say I am comfortable with people associating me mostly with this kind of work, but 
it is a risk I understand I have [to take] as an artist,” he says. “I have created other successful 
kinds of art that people have also liked, but there is no denying that photos of celebrities are 
the ones Indonesians embrace the most.”



Contemporary art. It’s pretty hard to explain, because it has no limit. Everything seems 
broader and possible; it is a part of pop culture. This phase is still happening until the very 
second you read this article. So yes, it is complementary to the era we’ve been living in. Well, it 
actually started around 1970’s. Now, we’re talking about the biggest innovation ever in 
technology: internet. For God’s sake, the internet has become an era where not only people 
become citizens, but also netizens. Is that a bad thing? Well, not really. There’s something 
awfully important from internet, it makes us needy somehow. We wish we could live without 
it, say you want to have a vacation and detach from everything, a “me time”. But when you go 
to grab a bite somewhere, you probably still have the urge to ask the waiter “what’s the wifi’s 
password?” just to get updated in your social media accounts. You post everything in 
Facebook, Twitter, Path, Instagram, Tumblr, etc. as long as you’re connected with your 
“friends”.

This phenomenon is eventually creeping into every aspect in this world. We don’t need to bare 
it all here, because you know it all. But the internet also happens to affect visual arts. It makes 
it possible for someone or artists to exhibit their work on the net, other than galleries. It’s 
easier, faster and cheaper. It also makes it possible for something to be called art without the 
need of galleries. At least that work (of art) could give people an awe of shock and delight. 
There’s an excitement or even a tremendum in everyone who sees it. Imagine if you can see 
and consume art any day, anytime, anyhow and anywhere. And you know how wide our access 
to anything in this world within the internet. And remember, the artist can get any response 
too. There’s an indirect human interaction that we can’t deny.

But then, as consuming as it could be, someone needs to make an effort to make it (more) 
intriguing because, you people are hard to satisfy. Agan Harahap (A) did that tremendously. 
He uses Photoshop and internet technology, something that we can also use, wisely. Agan has 
spent 6 years working in the world of commercial photography industry and said that he wants 
to try something else by making manipulated photos. He came in the right moment and 
processed the moment into something that we are sure is never gonna happen, at least not in 
the near future. He shakes things up by making some series of it and he spreads it onto social 
media and received and still receiving tons of responses since it became metadata on the net. 
We’ve seen it everywhere! Agan made his works accessible and humorous to anyone, it’s easy 
to understand and yet still blow us with wanders. It creates an interaction between strangers 
and makes it possible to discuss it. Ace!

So we did ask some people if whether or not they are familiar with Agan Harahap. Shockingly, 
the answer is no. But when we showed them one of his photos, they instantly say yes, they 
know his works. So, Sub-Cult wants to get to know him better through this interview below.

Hola Agan, how are you? Safe and sound? 

A: Yes, so far I’m still in God’s bless.

So congratulations! You’re a married man, a husband and father, and all you need is to have 
grandchildren. I heard you moved to Yogyakarta, huh? Why?

A: The reason I moved is to make me closer to go to Dagadu or some bakpia.

*lol* So, you’re better known as a photographer, I often see you in several concerts as well. 
Why don’t you do some stage photography? Because in my opinion, photographing a live 
performance is very interesting; you must be able to capture the emotion between 
performers and viewers.

A: Really? Is that what stage photography is? *lol* I’m still in the realm of photography anyway. 
But what I do now probably was not in the realm of popular photography industry. I already 
spent 6 years working in the world of commercial photography industry and I want to try 
something else.

Other than photography, you can also draw, and you’re good at it. I also have seen your work 
at Sotheby’s, sort of print on metal with incredible detail. With all that you’ve done so far, are 
you still looking for “the right one” as the hallmark of your work?

A: I do drawings to refresh and it makes me feel happy. In creating work or something, I just do 
it freely. There’s no specific benchmark or target that I should pursue. I just have fun with the 
medium, whether it’s photography, Photoshop or drawing.

You’re well-known through photo manipulation. Starting from the subtly edited to roughly 
edited, and it is actually very entertaining. What is your motivation in creating such work?

A: My motivation in making and spreading these kinds of work is basically to entertain people.

What makes your works different and fresh compared to the others? If I try to edit some 
photos and get a lot of response, could I be like you, Agan Harahap?

A: I never try to create something different and fresh. Everything sort of just happens like that. 
What I do is actually a normal and common thing. And I’m sure, everyone can do it.

Anyway, what’s your upcoming grand project? Will it be anytime soon or are you still taking 
it easy, with having a family and stuff?

A: I’m still happy to play in the realm of reality and its distribution in social media network. This 
October, my photos that you’ve seen in my Instagram will be exhibited at an institution in 
Singapore. And quite frankly, now I’m pretty overwhelmed in preparing for it.

I can’t wait to see something new from you. Thank you for your time and best luck to you, 
Agan!

A: Thank you... thank you...

For more info, other than his Instagram, you can check out his blog or his Behance. Or maybe if 
you’re in Yogyakarta, you can find him somewhere in the south strolling around with his family.

Interview by Febrina Anindita
Photos Doc. Agan Harahap

Today, thousands of medias compete to present reality in any kind of social media. And at the 
same time, millions of people can easily interpret and disseminate the reality in social media as 
they please. So, the elements of reality and its factual are shifted or even disappear altogether.

Then what about the meaning of “manipulating reality” in your work?

A: Until now, photography is still believed to be valid evidence to show the truth. Hence the 
term: No pic = HOAX. What I do is simply responding to the current social phenomenon by 
creating a new reality. And it’s not impossible that in the future, my work would be considered 
as truth. *lol*

*lol* Ironically, it means that people can easily make history, huh? Because there’s the 
internet, and we are netizens. We can upload and spread it and immediately it becomes 
“data” on the internet and then it has a story in/behind it. A history.

A: Yea. Precisely. All people have and can even form their own personal history. Or even 
further, suddenly ‘his/her story’ (intentionally or not) fits into a larger narrative, so that in the 
future, ‘his/her story’ can be justified by the public, because they have become part of a history. 
This reminds me of Diaries of Anne Frank, all of a sudden.

Internet and Photoshop is part of the technology. We’re in the goddamn digital era. Is the 
existence of technology for you and all artists, actually proven to be more helpful or 
troublesome? It seems that everything is exposed to technology. Have you ever feel 
confused or out of ideas?

A: I never see the acceleration of this technology as a specter for producing works. The 
progress in technology is what actually inspires my work. To me, this is the challenge to 
continue, to adapt and innovate in producing works when the technological acceleration 
occurs.

If there’s somebody who manipulates your photos and then it became a work of art, what 
would you do?

A: Why not? There have been a lot of people who did exactly that. And I am looking forward to 
it.

Hmm, as an artist, is there any Indonesian artist that you admire and why? Lately I’m 
intrigued by Ardi Gunawan because his work can’t be sold. But he’s always busy or so, it 
sucks.

A: Ardi is my best friend. In the end, a work of art does not always exist as a mere economic 
commodity. Work of arts can stand up and speak far beyond the numbers and logic in the 
economy.

I do not have a particular idol because I idolize the work. Not the artist. I would prefer some 
works from Ardi, I also like some of the works from Mes 56, Ace House Collective, Agung 
Kurniawan, Jompet Kuswidananto, Tromarama, Mela Jaarsma, Agus Suwage, etc.

Your series are notorious. But for some who don’t get how you show it to public by putting 
them on social medias, doesn’t it make your work “ordinary”? Because it’s accessible; it’s 
easy to see in a click. We can download your photos by ourselves. Don’t you feel aggrieved?

A: We can’t talk about exclusivity anymore if work already alluded to the realm of social media. 
Everything is exposed, everyone can enjoy, laugh and have fun and share the fun with friends. 
So why should i feel aggrieved?

However, it is fun though; we really enjoy your photos. How come you have such a minor 
behavior? Hahaha! I get really upset when I see Miley Cyrus photo squatting near a chicken 
coop.
A: *lol* I don’t know how to respond to this

Anyway, you also made a photo series Superhistory where superheroes in a frame among the 
world leaders or in an important event. Black and white photos, I love it. Do you like it better 
than the Teman-teman Selebritis series (Miley Cyrus, Paris Hilton, Rihanna, etc)?

A: Iwan Fals probably will have the same difficulties if he’s asked, “which songs do you like best, 
Bento or Kemesraan?” *lol*

Both of them have different concepts and background. They can’t be equated. So, each one 
must be addressed with a different perspective.

Hmmm, talk about the idea / concept of this manipulation, no matter how hilarious it is, the 
outcome still has manipulation techniques that have a negative nature. My friend and I have 
been questioning this, what’s the meaning of “manipulation”, to you?

A: Really? Perhaps it’s because of the origin of the word manipulation, eh? It has a negative 
impression *lol*

Without realizing it, the development of technology has been shifting slowly or even changing 
a lot of things in all aspects of human life. Something can be good / bad, depending on its 
purpose. My work of manipulation is clearly different than the one that produced by PKS 
Piyungan, for example *lol* Manipulation is just one of my ways to have fun.

Then what’s the meaning of “reality”?

A: I remember when Rhoma Irama got interviewed in one of the TV station about the racist 
accusation against Jokowi-Ahok when they ran for Governor and Vice Governor Candidates 
in Jakarta. Rhoma said that, he got that racist accusation over the internet.

It became evident, that many people are still too naive in looking at reality (truth) in 
cyberspace. Whatever that’s in accordance with the heart and purpose, is regarded as truth. In 
the other hand, anything that does not fit with our hearts will be opposed. This is what’s 
happening in the ‘realism’ in social medias.

By making your works humorous, does it mean you want to emphasize that visual arts can be 
digested and enjoyed by everybody without exception? Because from all of your photos, 
people can react in one glance, people laugh or even cursing. It’s that easy and that fast.

A: Actually, the form of humor in my works is more in the technique. I’m more targeted in the 
distribution of it, when people repath, regram, retweet, share, etc. I deliberately make 
entertaining works to provoke the reactions and responses from people. And visual comedy is 
one way of telling.

How so? Other than just to have fun, did you on purpose, make these works so that people 
can see something way beyond the visuals?

A: the series that I made, like My Celebrity Friends, Visit Indonesia 2014 and other series which 
I’ve spread in various social media is deliberately aimed to make wider dialogue space, 
sometimes it’s even far beyond the work I made. With the ability to regram, repath, retweet, etc. 
or just by simply mentioning to friends, consciously and/or eventually, my work has opened a 
variety of social interactions that take place in the media.

In my opinion, basically it’s just a form of visual arts. The point is how that work can reach a lot 
of people and can build diverse interactions of viewers.

Do you know and deliberately create and upload your photos to become viral?

A: Yes. I do that on purpose. And I really enjoy the response from hundreds or thousands of 
people toward my work.

Startling images have swept the internet in Indonesia in recent years: photos of Indonesian 
President Joko Widodo as a spiky-haired punk rocker; of American celebrities Miley Cyrus and 
Megan Fox embracing a former Jakarta governor; and one of a handcuffed Angelina Jolie in the 
custody of the country’s police.

All these photos are fake, the creations of Agan Harahap, an Indonesian artist who has made a 
name for himself by creating believable images of Western celebrities in humble Indonesian 
surroundings. Some of Agan’s stars are hanging out at street-food stalls, others languish in 
decrepit jails. Some are images of famously at-war politicians standing next to one another and 
smiling joyfully.

In an era when most internet users are wary of digital manipulation and ignore obviously false 
photos, Agan’s work has consistently gone viral online as admirers post and repost his images. 
It’s hard to tell whether his followers believe the photos are real or whether they respect 
Agan’s artistry, his technical wizardry and sense of humour.

Poking fun at the world’s obsession with celebrities and the power of imagery in the internet 
era, Agan straddles the line between the absurdity of the situations in his images (“this can’t be 
real …”) and the slight hope that it might be (” … but it would be great if it was”).

Agan’s images have won him plenty of media coverage, both in Indonesia and beyond. Wired 
magazine dubbed his manipulated photos “classic celebrity Schadenfreude with a South Asian 
twist”, while ABC Australia described his work as “digital mischief” that served to warn 
Indonesians to “stop believing everything you see online”.

“What I am doing is simply responding to the happenings that I see on my social media feed,” 
Agan says. “Whether it is a celebrity, political, religion-related or culture-related story – all the 
things that get people fired up and talking in this digital age.”

The 39-year-old says his images lampoon the world’s obsession with revealing photos of public 
figures.

“I reconstruct them, creating a parody version, and throw them back out on the public sphere,” 
he says, adding that he doesn’t overthink the process, although he did hesitate before 
manipulating an image of the Indonesian president because he knew it would catch fire on the 
internet.

When Agan sees something rumbling on social media, he immediately starts looking for the 
most suitable photos of the people or the event, downloads them and begins digitally 
manipulating them. So far, he says, he hasn’t faced any issues regarding breach of the original 
photographer’s copyright. This may be because his images are entirely new constructions, 
riffing on celebrity snaps.

One of his most viral images was the fake photograph of President Widodo, often known as 
Jokowi, pictured as a young punk rocker. Titled I Was A Punk Before You, the image was 
intended to poke fun at punks who insist they are the most authentic and dedicated fans 
because they have been enthusiasts of the genre for the longest time.

Agan created the image in 2019, during the last Indonesian presidential election campaign 
when tensions were running high between supporters of two candidates, Widodo and 
Prabowo Subianto. “Though I did not explicitly state it was Jokowi, in the accompanying text I 
mentioned the Asian Games [being held in Indonesia at the time] which made people think of 
the president,” he says.

Agan adds that it is the image he takes most pride in – and it soon caught the eye of the 
president.

Agan regarded the photo as “an alternative biography” of the president, and it spread across 
the internet at lightning speed, eventually being picked up and posted by Prabowo supporters 
to illustrate Jokowi’s supposedly questionable background as a rocker.

Finally the president himself – who was at the time serving his first term – posted the photo on 
his official Instagram account to make it clear the photo was a fake.

The irrepressible Agan then created yet another fake image of the president, this time of 
Jokowi and his rival Prabowo taking a selfie together.

Agan exhibited the punk presidential image at the Art Bali event in 2018. Event organisers 
were initially wary because the IMF-World Bank congress was scheduled to run on the same 
dates as Art Bali, but they eventually relented. According to Agan, some foreign government 
officials even took selfies in front of the photo.

 
Now a widely admired image-maker, Agan first learned about the intricacies of photo 
manipulation at the Sekolah Tinggi Desain Indonesia – the Indonesian School of Design – 
almost by default. He learned to use the digital processing program Photoshop at the school. 
He did not initially own a camera so he began manipulating his friends’ unused photos from 
class and passing them off as his own in assignments.

In 2006, Agan started work in his first major job, as a photographer for the now-defunct music 
and culture magazine Trax, which he got by taking a photographer friend’s portfolio to the 
interview. He still didn’t have a camera, so instead he created images for Trax by digitally 
manipulating available images, either from the internet or taken by the magazine’s 
photographers.

His local breakthrough came in 2012, when he took part in the visual art exhibition Top 
Collection, an event held every few years by the influential Jakarta art initiative Ruangrupa.

“It was when Twitter and Facebook were big hits here, and good-quality phone cameras were 
just starting to make waves,” he recalls.

“I was seeing this culture of taking photos with celebrities and public figures. In the old days, 
people would print, then post those photos on their living room walls. Then, of course, people 
began posting those photos online to gain attention and acknowledgement from their social 
circles,” Agan explains.

So he began manipulating photos to create fake images of himself with international 
celebrities, adding believable stories to seemingly authenticate the narrative. He displayed 
them at the Top Collection event and also posted them online. These photos went viral on the 
internet.

“People just took them at face value,” he says, still surprised by how easy it was for internet 
users to believe they were real and begin reposting the images.

 

To maximise the impact of his work, Agan says he makes sure that whatever he is working on is 
published at the peak of the subject’s popularity as a talking point on social media.

There have been moments when things truly became “meta” for Agan. He went to Singapore 
with a friend, the surfer Rizal Tanjung, to watch the heavy metal band Metallica play, and 
afterwards “hung out” with the band’s guitarist, Kirk Hammett, a surfing buddy of Rizal’s.

He and Rizal wound up chatting with some of the band members, and he showed them some of 
his earliest work – manipulated images of the Metallica musicians in Indonesia, including one 
of the band’s lead singer James Hetfield drinking and partying with Agan in his kitchen.

These days, Agan owns his own camera, and a series of his photos of pet gravestones, titled 
“Our Beloved”, at Shanghai’s Power Station of Art gallery, was displayed at the Shanghai 
Biennale 2016.

He makes money from his manipulated images, particularly when they are exhibited, and he 
also earns cash professionally by editing photos.

On the creative front, he is now producing images that don’t rely on celebrities to make an 
impact, but he has come to terms with the fact that he will always be most known as “the 
Photoshop guy”.

“I would not say I am comfortable with people associating me mostly with this kind of work, but 
it is a risk I understand I have [to take] as an artist,” he says. “I have created other successful 
kinds of art that people have also liked, but there is no denying that photos of celebrities are 
the ones Indonesians embrace the most.”

Leonardo DiCaprio. Photo: courtesy of Agan Harahap
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